Reversed for Fusible

For each mug rug, trace (1) circle on fusible, trace (1) circle on freezer paper

Embroidery Stitches Used in the Video:

- Straight Stitch *(shown at right)*: Pine needles
- Blanket Stitch *(shown at right)*: Finishing

For the following stitches, refer to page numbers in *Creative Stitching, 2nd Edition* by Sue Spargo

- Whipstitch *(page 15)*: Appliqué shapes to background
- Stem Stitch *(page 82)*: Holly leaves and pine branches
- Scroll Stitch *(page 133)*: Detail around candy cane
- Chain Stitch *(page 169)*: Detail around berries
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This diagram is for use with the
**WOOLY MUG RUG**
CANDY CANE - DECEMBER
project featured on our YouTube channel:

YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics

**KITS**
available at
ShabbyFabrics.com

**Layout Diagram**

Dashed lines indicate where one piece lies behind another piece.
Numbers indicate the order in which the pieces should be placed.
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